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KIKINI BAMALAAM (IRE)
(2015)
A Bay Filly

Society Rock (IRE) Rock of Gibraltar (IRE) Danehill (USA)
High Society (IRE) Offshore Boom Key of Luck (USA)
Holy Roman Emperor (IRE) Ela's Gold (IRE)
Zanida (IRE) Danehill (USA) L'On Vite (USA)
Mujadil (USA) Haraabah (USA)

KIKINI BAMALAAM (IRE): won 2 races at 2 years, 2017 and placed twice.

Highest BHA rating 69 (Flat) Latest BHA rating 66 (Flat) (prior to compilation)
TURF 8 runs 2 wins 2 pl £6,138 GF 7f 33y
ALL WEATHER 2 runs

1st Dam
CRIMSON SUNRISE (IRE), won 2 races at 2 years and £25,435 and placed 3 times;
dam of two winners from 2 runners and 2 foals of racing age viz-
CHEVALIER DU LAC (IRE) (2014 g. by Sir Prancealot (IRE)), won 2 races at 2 years and
placed 6 times.
KIKINI BAMALAAM (IRE) (2015 f. by Society Rock (IRE)), see above.
(2016 f. by Society Rock (IRE)).
She also has a 2017 colt by Dandy Man (IRE).

2nd Dam
ZANIDA (IRE), won 1 race at 2 years and placed 3 times;
dam of three winners from 4 runners and 4 foals of racing age viz-
STORM RANGER (IRE) won 2 races at 5 years, 2017 and £19,144 and placed 6 times.
CRIMSON SUNRISE (IRE), see above.
MAN ABOUT TOWN (IRE), won 2 races at 3 years, 2017 and placed once.

3rd Dam
HARAABAH (USA), won 3 races at 2 and 3 years and placed once;
dam of six winners from 10 runners and 12 foals of racing age including-
DOUBLE QUICK (IRE), won 6 races at 2 to 4 years including Vodafone Dash Rated
Stakes, Epsom Downs, L, placed 10 times including second in Newark.Antiques/Collectors Rous Stakes, Newmarket, L, Doncaster Bloodstock
Scarborough Stakes, Doncaster, L and Ring & Brymer Achilles Stakes, Kempton Park, L;
dam of winners.
DIABOLICAL (IND), won Usha Stud Bangalore Stud Summer Million, Bangalore, L, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Kolkata, L, McDowell Indian Derby, Mumbai, L, The Calcutta Gold Cup, Kolkata, L, Kelachandra Mysore 2000 Guineas, Mysore, L,
Golconda 2000 Guineas, Hyderabad, L, The Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby, Hyderabad, L, Daisy Appoo BTC Anniversary Cup, Bangalore, L, Indian Champion
Cup, Kolkata, L, Mysore Million, Mysore, L, second in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Kolkata,
L, Breeders' Produce Stakes, Mumbai, L, third in President of India Gold Cup, Malakpet, L, Nizam's Gold Cup, Hyderabad, L and Poonawalla Breeders' Multi-Million, Mumbai, L.
Antarctic Zone (IND), winner in India, third in F D Wadia Trophy, Pune, L and S A
Poonawalla Million, Pune, L.
SPEED OF LIGHT (IND), winner in India; dam of Ishpingo (IND), winner in India, third
in The Mysore Dasara Sprint Championship, Mysore, L.
Speedy James (IRE), won 2 races at 2 years and placed 7 times including second in
National Stakes, Sandown Park, L and third in Molecomb Stakes, Goodwood, Gr.3.
MAJESTICAL (IRE), won 9 races at 3 to 7 years at home and in Jersey.
TOP OF THE FORM (IRE), won 4 races at 2 and 3 years and placed 6 times; dam of winners.

The next dam MARIE DE SARRE (FR), won 1 race at 3 years in France and placed twice;
dam of four winners from 10 runners and 11 foals of racing age including-
PASSEGGIATA (USA), won 4 races in France and placed 3 times; dam of winners.
PASOLINI (GER), won Badener Steher Cup, Baden-Baden, L, Gladiatoren-Rennen,
Krefeld, L, Buchmacher Springer Steher Preis, Koln, L, second in Premio Duca
d'Aosta, Milan, L, Buchmacher Kottkamp Silbernes Band Ruhr, Mulheim, L, Milka
Steher Cup, Baden-Baden, L, Clemens Kleine Preis, Dusseldorf, L, Kolner Steher
Preis, Koln, L (twice), third in Buchmacher Kottkamp Silbernes Band Ruhr,
Mulheim, L and WGZ Bank-Preis Munster, Dusseldorf, L.